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There is increasing interest in persulfate (peroxydisulfate (PDS) and peroxymonosulfate (PMS)) activation by
(non-toxic) metal-free catalysts for advanced oxidation of organic contaminants. Nevertheless, the non-radical
reaction mechanisms of these catalytic reactions are not well understood. Herein, we provide mechanistic inference on the non-radical reaction pathway of the carbon nanotubes (CNTs)/persulfate system and the associated kinetics. We determined the initial degradation rates of 18 phenols and 4 anilines at various initial
concentrations by commercial multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) and peroxydisulfate (PDS), which
followed binary Langmuir–Hinshelwood kinetics. Polyparameter linear free energy relationships (pp-LFERs) and
quantitative structure-activity relationships (QSARs) were developed for the equilibrium adsorption constant (K)
and the surface reaction rate constant (kr). QSAR analyses for logK suggested that aﬃnity interactions between
organics and MWCNTs are mainly related to π-π interactions. The molecular volume term (V) in the pp-LEFRs
contributes the most to the interaction, indicating hydrophobic interactions are also signiﬁcant. QSAR analyses
for log kr indicated one-electron oxidation potential (Eox, representing single-electron transfer ability) and polarizability (α) are predominant factors aﬀecting the reactivity of aromatic organics towards MWCNTs/PDS.
Additionally, non-radical reactions occur between adsorbed aromatic compounds and adsorbed PDS, indicating
that surface interactions and reactions with MWCNTs dominate the overall reaction rates.
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1. Introduction

processes based on mechanisms that are not radical-mediated. Among
these, L-H model is the most commonly used kinetic expression based
on the assumption that surface degradation follows adsorption of both
reactants to the catalyst surface. Thus, this model could potentially be
used as a basis to describe the CNTs/persulfate systems.
To address the knowledge gaps identiﬁed above, we develop an L-H
kinetic model to discern the multiple processes in PDS activation and
organic degradation over multiwalled CNTs (MWCNTs). The apparent
equilibrium adsorption constants and reaction rate constants were determined for 18 phenols and 4 anilines at diﬀerent concentrations.
Then, QSARs were established to predict the substrate-dependent selectivity of various ACs and characterize the inﬂuence of structural
characteristics (e.g., substituents and quantum chemical properties).
While the pp-LFER models using Abraham descriptors were established
particularly to characterize just the interaction between substrate and
CNTs. Finally, a speciﬁc non-radical mechanism was proposed for ACs
oxidation by the CNTs/persulfate system, which enables predictions of
preferential interactions and treatability of speciﬁc organics in water.

Non-radical oxidative processes in persulfate (peroxydisulfate (PDS)
or peroxymonosulfate (PMS)) activation have drawn increasing attention for the removal of refractory organic contaminants from water.
These non-radical processes usually exhibit a milder oxidative power
than free radicals. However, they have signiﬁcant advantages over radicals-based advanced oxidation processes, such as avoiding signiﬁcant
scavenging by abundant inorganic ions (e.g., salts) and natural organic
matter, and preventing formation of toxic halogenated byproducts [1].
Therefore, non-radical oxidative processes may be ideal for pre-treatment of toxic wastewaters and for selective removal of trace hazardous
organics in complex water matrices or high-salinity waters [1,2].
Among the broad range of catalysts for persulfate activation through
non-radical pathways, metal-free carbocatalysts are attractive because
they avoid the inherent drawback of secondary pollution from metalbased catalysts [2]. Whereas some concerns about health eﬀects of
carbocatalysts (e.g., CNTs) have been raised [3], several processes in
natural environments such as aggregation, precipitation, sorption, and
biotransformation signiﬁcantly decrease their bioavailability and cytotoxicity, mitigating potential associated risks [4–6].
Carbonaceous materials such as reduced graphene oxide (rGO) [7],
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [8], nanodiamonds [9], activated carbon
[10], or other nanocarbons [11,12] have been extensively investigated
as metal-free catalysts. Among these, CNTs showed high activation
abilities for both PMS and PDS [8,13]. The prevailing view of the nonradical mechanism for PMS/PDS activation involves: (1) formation of
surface activated PMS/PDS complex that could eﬀectively react with
the electron-rich organic contaminants [14–17]; (2) CNTs also act as
mediators to facilitate electron transfer directly from organic contaminants to PMS/PDS [18,19]; and (3) singlet oxygen (1O2) is generated from ketonic groups on the surface of CNTs [20] to subsequently
oxidize organics. Although these prior studies have advanced understanding of non-radical mechanisms, critical knowledge gaps remain on
several important aspects, including (1) accurate assessment of interactions between the substrates and catalyst surfaces, (2) understanding
the molecular structure dependent oxidation process, and (3) quantitative prediction of selective oxidation rates for speciﬁc organic contaminants.
The substrate-dependent reactivity is the basis for the selective
nature of the non-radical pathways in persulfate activation. Lee et al.
found that nitrobenzene and benzoic acid were more resistant to degradation compared to phenolic compounds [15]. Guan et al. found
that the reaction rates of phenols correlate well with their Hammett
constant σ+ and half-wave oxidation potential (E1/2) [17]. Our recent
work suggests that the selectivity in the removal of aromatic compounds (ACs) depends strongly on the ionization potential (IP) of the
organics [12]. Studying the substrate-dependent oxidation capacity is
important to predict the treatability of organic contaminants and explore the non-radical mechanism in the persulfate activation processes.
However, previous studies did not systematically investigate the speciﬁc contributions of factors aﬀecting the substrate-dependent interactions as well as the reactivity of ACs in persulfate activation. Quantitative structure-activity relationships (QSARs) are powerful
approaches to correlate response variables and a set of descriptors of
molecules, which has been used to predict reaction rate constants for
organic contaminants oxidation in various systems [21–23]. Accordingly, polyparameter linear free energy relationships (pp-LFERs) present robust and accurate methods for understanding and prediction of
partitioning processes, including sorption of chemicals on carbonaceous
sorbents [24–26].
To predict surface aﬃnity and reaction rates, the kinetic model
should consider the multi-step non-radical reactions of organic contaminants in CNTs/persulfate systems. Several kinetic models such as
Langmuir-Hinshelwood (L-H) [20,27], Eley-Rideal [28], and Michaelis–Menten [29,30] have been used to describe heterogeneous catalytic

2. Material and methods
2.1. Chemicals
Commercial MWCNTs (> 95% purity) with a length of 50 μm were
obtained from Chengdu Organic Chemicals Co., Ltd. Transmission
electron microscopy (TEM; G2F20, TECNAI) revealed that the diameters of MWCNTs were about 10–20 nm (Fig. S1). The MWCNTs were
treated with 3 M aqueous HCl solution for 24 h to remove impurities
[18]. All standards for the phenolic and aniline compounds, K2S2O8,
NaH2PO4, and Na2HPO4 were analytical grade and purchased from
Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. To avoid the appearance of ionic
species, no organic acids were considered, and the stock solutions of all
tested ACs (phenols and anilines) were prepared with a 1 × 10−2 M
phosphate buﬀer solution (PBS, pH = 6.0). Methanol of high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) grade was obtained from Thermo
Fisher Scientiﬁc Co. Ltd.
2.2. Kinetic experiments
Batch kinetic experiments were conducted according to the following procedure. Each experiment was performed using a 50 mL reaction solution in PBS (1 × 10−2 M, pH = 6.0) containing a standard
aromatic compound (0.02–0.4 mM) and MWCNTs catalysts (0.1 g/L)
kept in a 25 °C water bath. The suspension was continuously agitated
using a magnetic stirrer to ensure dispersion. The aggregation status of
MWCNTs is expected to be the same in each experiment due to the same
reaction conditions. The preliminary experiments demonstrated that
PDS alone or PDS in PBS did not result in degradation of ACs (Figs. S2
and S3a). In addition, excessive quenching agents for both sulfate radical (SO4%−) and hydroxyl radical (%OH) (i.e., methanol and ethanol,
nquenching agent/nPDS = 1000:1) exhibited negligible eﬀects on phenol
degradation (Fig. S3b). Further, the adsorption kinetic measurement
was conducted to determine adsorption equilibrium time. The results
suggest that the adsorption reached equilibrium within 30 min (Fig.
S3c). After 30 min adsorption, the oxidation reaction was initiated by
adding an aliquot of PDS (1 × 10−3 M). At predetermined intervals,
0.5 mL of sample was withdrawn, immediately ﬁltered and collected in
a HPLC vial containing 0.5 mL methanol to terminate the catalytic reaction. The concentrations of ACs were quantitatively determined by
HPLC (LC-2010AHT, Shimadzu) equipped with a C-18 column (Shimpack GIST C18) and an UV–vis detector (SPD-20AV). Detailed HPLC
operating conditions were listed in Table S1. The reaction intermediates
of 4-chlorophenol and 4-chloroaniline were investigated using a Waters
Acquity ultra-performance liquid chromatography coupled with a Xevo
G2-XS QTof mass spectrometer (UPLC–MS). In addition to the aqueous
supernatant samples, the separated MWCNTs were extracted with
2
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methanol to analyze adsorbed polymerized intermediates. All experiments were conducted in triplicate and expressed as means ± standard
deviation.

2.5. PP-LFERs analyses

2.3. Kinetic models

logk = eE + sS + aA + bB + vV + c

The binary L-H kinetic model was expressed as Eq. (1) [27,31]. The
values of K, Kp, and kr were obtained from double-reciprocal plots (Eq.
(2)).

Wherein, log k is the logarithmic free-energy related property on the
processes within two condensed phases (i.e., log K in this study).
Abraham descriptors include E, S, A, B, and V, in which E is the excessive molar refraction; S is the polarity/polarizability parameter; A is
the hydrogen bond acidity parameter; B is the hydrogen bond basicity
parameter; and V is the McGowan volume. The ﬁtting coeﬃcients e, s,
a, b, and v, and intercept c were derived from multiple linear regressions. The Abraham descriptor values were obtained from the UFZLSER database (https://www.ufz.de/index.php?en=31698) (Table S5)
[24]. Statistical parameters such as coeﬃcients of determination (R2),
2
adjusted coeﬃcients of determination (Radj
), root-mean-square error
2
(RMSE), variance inﬂation factor (VIF), leave-one-out method (QLOO
),
and average absolute model bias (AMB) were used for validation of
QSAR and pp-LFER models (Table S6) [22,26]. The possibilities of
chance correlation between selected descriptors and kinetic parameters
were investigated by Y-Scrambling and the values of averaged R2
scrambled (R2ys) were reported [47]. The applicability domain was
characterized by a Williams plot (i.e., the standardized residuals vs.
leverage) (Table S6). Statistical analyses were performed using the IBM
SPSS Statistics software (Version 24).

v=−

d [AC]
K [AC]0
= kr
dt
1 + K [AC]0 + Kp [PDS]0

Kp [PDS]0
1
1
1
1
=
+
+
v
k r K [AC]0
kr
k r K [AC]0

pp-LFERs have been widely developed to describe the interaction
between solutes and solvent in various phases (Eq. (3)) [24,44–46].

(1)

(2)

−1

Here, v (M s ) is the initial reaction rate, determined from initial kinetics data only at the beginning of the reaction, calculated as changes
in concentration divided by reaction time; [AC]0 and [PDS]0 (M) are
initial concentrations of aromatic compounds and PDS, respectively; K
(M−1) and Kp (M−1) are the respective apparent equilibrium adsorption
constant of aromatic compounds and PDS; kr (M s−1) is the reaction
rate constant.
2.4. Molecular descriptors
Fourteen representative molecular descriptors of ACs that known to
inﬂuence selective reactivity in CNTs/PDS systems [17,19], adsorption
aﬃnity for carbon adsorbents [25,32], and oxidation reactivity in other
non-radical or radical systems [33–35] were selected to establish
quantitative relationships between reaction kinetics parameters and
structural properties (Tables S2 and S3). They are the number of hydrogen bond donors (#HD), logarithm octanol water partition coeﬃcients (log P), logarithm aqueous solubility (log S), energy of the
highest occupied molecular orbital (EHOMO), energy of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (ELUMO), the gap of ELUMO and EHOMO (Egap),
ionization potential (IP), electron aﬃnity (EA), electronegativity (χ),
dipole moment (μ), average polarizability (α), the most positive net
atomic charge on hydrogen atoms (qH+), one-electron oxidation potential (Eox) and O–H bond dissociation energies (BDE). Merck Molecular Force Field (MMFF94) in the Tinker software (Version 5.1.9) were
used for preliminary geometry optimization of ACs [36]. The resulting
conformations were further optimized at the density functional theory
(DFT) level to search for global minimum structures using the Gaussian
09 W software. The optimized geometry and vibrational frequencies
were calculated at B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) and M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p)
levels using the universal solvation model based on solute electron
density (SMD) [37,38]. The B3LYP functional is commonly used for
quantum chemical descriptors calculations in QSARs [34,37], while the
M06-2X functional has been considered appropriate for the studies of
kinetics, thermodynamics and electronic properties in single-electron
transfer (SET) reactions [38–40]. The SMD model has been successfully
applied for simulating water environment [34,38,41]. The net atomic
charge values for each compound were obtained based on the natural
population analysis (NPA). Other descriptors including physicochemical (#HD, log P, and log S) were obtained from public database (Table
S2), and experimental half-wave potentials (E1/2) were acquired from
the reference (Table S4) [42]. Hammett constants (σ, σ+, and σ−) were
also considered for quantitatively examining the substituent eﬀects of
phenols and anilines (Table S4) [21,43]. Multiple linear regression
(MLR) is one of the most transparent methods for the development of
QSARs by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) guidelines. We assumed that log K or log kr values would
be predicted as a linear and additive combination of several descriptors
of ACs as has been previously reported [22,23]. A stepwise MLR was
used to construct the QSAR models.

(3)

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Kinetic analyses
To analyze the oxidation kinetics of phenol in MWCNTs/PDS systems, we investigated the initial reaction rates at various concentrations
of phenol and PDS (Fig. 1a, b). A typical saturation kinetics curve was
observed for phenol degradation, in which the initial rates of phenol
removal increased rapidly with increasing phenol or PDS concentration
at relative lower concentrations, and then approached a plateau at
higher phenol or PDS concentrations. The results showed that the oxidation kinetics of ACs by MWCNTs/PDS followed mixed-order kinetics
under a wide range of phenol or PDS concentrations, and were limited
by the active sites on MWCNTs at high adsorbate concentrations, which
were in accordance with the binary L-H kinetic model (Eq. (1)). The R2
values were 0.987 and 0.996 for 1/v vs. 1/[phenol]0 and 1/v vs. 1/
[PDS]0, respectively, indicating that Eq. (1) describes well the degradation kinetics of phenol by MWCNTs/PDS. The values of K, Kp, and
kr are 4.06 ± 0.07 × 104 M−1, 8.93 ± 0.24 × 103 M−1, and
7.34 ± 0.09 × 10−8 M−1 s−1, respectively. That K is four-fold greater
than Kp suggests the aﬃnity of PDS to MWCNTs is lower than that of
phenol. Similar results were also found in MWCNT/PMS systems (Fig.
S4, Text S1). Saturation kinetics were also observed for phenols or iodide oxidation by CNTs/persulfate, indicating that the number of active
sites on the MWCNT surface is limited and thus restricts the overall
catalytic processes [16,17,20].
To further investigate the catalytic mechanisms of MWCNTs/PDS,
we measured the initial reaction rates at a ﬁxed concentration of phenol
versus varying concentration of PDS and vice versa (Fig. 1c, d). The kr
value (kr = 1/[intercept]) increased with increasing PDS concentration, while K value (K = [intercept]/[slope]) remained almost unchanged (Fig. 1c). The excessive PDS showed non-competitive inhibition kinetics for phenol degradation, in which PDS did not interfere
with the adsorption aﬃnity of phenol to MWCNTs. However, excessive
phenol hindered the interactions between PDS and MWCNTs, in which
Kp decreased as the phenol concentration increased (Fig. 1d). The results agree with higher values of K than Kp, i.e., phenol exhibits higher
aﬃnity than PDS to the MWCNTs surface. It indicates that the interactions between MWCNTs surface and ACs or PDS dominated the
3
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Fig. 1. (a, b) Initial rates of varying concentration of phenol with 1.0 mM PDS and varying concentration of PDS with 0.1 mM phenol. (c, d) Double-reciprocal plots at
a ﬁxed concentration of one substrate versus varying concentration of the second substrate for phenol and PDS. Symbols represent measured data and solid lines
represent the model ﬁtting. All experiments were performed using 0.1 g/L MWCNTs in 10 mM PBS (pH 6.0) at 25 °C.

relating log K with various descriptors by stepwise MLR (Eq. (4) and
Fig. 2a).

catalytic reaction.
At ﬁxed concentrations of PDS and MWCNTs, initial reaction rates
at diﬀerent concentrations of phenols (Fig. S5) and anilines (Fig. S6)
were obtained to calculate K and kr according to Eq. (2). The ﬁtting
results of K and kr values and their log values are summarized in
Table 1. The apparent K values are in the range of
0.30–6.03 × 104 M−1 with a mean value of 2.17 × 104 M−1, similar to
those reported for phenols and anilines in previous studies [48,49]. The
kr values range widely from 7.6 × 10−9 to 1.4 × 10−6 M s−1, which
are comparable to those reported for other persulfate activation systems
[50,51] and %OH based systems [52]. The half-life (t1/2) values of ACs
based
on
the
pseudo-ﬁrst-order
kinetic
model
(ln([AC]0 /[AC]t ) = k obs × t , [AC]0 = 0.1 mM) were also determined to
assess the time scale of degradation (Table S7).

logK
= 0.42(± 1.00) − 0.56(± 0.12) × EHOMO (M06 − 2X) − 0.33( ±0.11) × #
(4)

HD
2

2
Radj

= 0.726, RMSE = 0.204, VIF < 1.4,
n = 22, R = 0.752,
2
QLOO
= 0.700, R2ys = 0.09, AMB = 1.002.
2
2
(> 0.6), VIF (< 10) and QLOO
(> 0.5) meet the
The values of Radj
minimum statistical robustness criteria, indicating the model is reasonable for mechanic interpretation [55]. The relatively low value of
R2ys indicates the model is well-founded (not by chance). The applicability domain of QSARs was evaluated by Williams plot (Fig. S7a),
which covered all the tested ACs. The negative coeﬃcient with EHOMO
(Eq. (4)) suggests that ACs (electron acceptors) with higher electron
density (higher value of EHOMO) have weaker π-π electron-donor-acceptor (EDA) interactions with the π clouds on the surface aromatic
rings (electron donors) of MWCNTs [56]. The π-π EDA interactions may
be enhanced by electron-withdrawing groups (with positive σ+) that
decrease the electrostatic repulsion from the π-system of the interacting
ring (Fig. 2b) [56,57]. However, the 95% predictive intervals are relatively wide due to several outliers, which could not be accurately
represented by single descriptor σ+ (Fig. 2b). It is obvious to see that
anilines with the same substituents as phenols exhibit lower aﬃnities

3.2. QSARs for log K
The equilibrium adsorption constant K is generally considered as an
indicator of the catalyst’s binding aﬃnity for the substrate, representing
the strength of interactions between the catalyst and the substrate
[50,52–54]. Our data show that MWCNTs possess a high aﬃnity towards ACs as indicated by the high K values, consistent with the observation that the maximum reaction rate was achieved at a relatively
low concentration. To better understand the surface interaction mechanisms of ACs in the MWCNTs/PDS system, we developed QSARs
4
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Table 1
Apparent equilibrium adsorption constant (K) and reaction rate constants (kr) of 22 aromatic compounds.
No.

Aromatic compounds

K (×104 M−1)

log K

kr (×10−8 M s−1)

log kr

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Phenol
Catechol
Hydroquinone
2-Methylphenol
4-Methylphenol
2-Methoxyphenol
4-Methoxyphenol
4-Acetamidophenol
2-Nitrophenol
4-Nitrophenol
2-Chlorophenol
4-Chlorophenol
2-Bromophenol
4-Bromophenol
2-Hydroxybenzaldehyde
4-Hydroxybenzaldehyde
4,4′-Biphenol
Bisphenol A
Aniline
4-Hydroxyaniline
4-Nitroaniline
4-Chloroaniline

4.06
0.53
0.56
2.46
2.57
2.35
2.37
0.75
2.17
4.86
3.16
3.30
1.62
2.05
6.03
3.45
0.36
1.45
0.30
0.35
2.15
0.92

4.609
3.728
3.750
4.391
4.411
4.370
4.375
3.875
4.337
4.686
4.499
4.518
4.209
4.312
4.780
4.538
3.558
4.163
3.478
3.544
4.333
3.962

7.34 ± 0.09
31.3 ± 2.42
23.7 ± 0.93
6.61 ± 0.13
7.94 ± 0.11
11.2 ± 0.21
12.0 ± 1.11
20.1 ± 0.84
2.10 ± 0.38
0.76 ± 0.00
7.69 ± 1.24
7.01 ± 0.10
9.79 ± 1.26
7.18 ± 0.24
2.06 ± 0.12
1.70 ± 0.16
8.14 ± 0.75
5.42 ± 0.17
30.42 ± 0.21
139 ± 7.05
1.42 ± 0.18
27.11 ± 1.63

−7.134
−6.505
−6.625
−7.180
−7.100
−6.953
−6.922
−6.697
−7.678
−8.117
−7.114
−7.155
−7.009
−7.144
−7.686
−7.770
−7.090
−7.266
−6.517
−5.857
−7.846
−6.567

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.07
0.07
0.30
0.04
0.07
0.01
0.11
0.18
0.16
1.43
0.11
0.04
0.34
0.04
0.35
0.06
0.02
0.09
0.03
0.03
0.29
0.06

Fig. 2. (a) Plots of the measured and predicted log K for phenolic and aniline compounds based on QSAR model. (b) Correlations between measured log K and
Hammett σ+. The dot and dash lines represented the 95% conﬁdence interval and 95% predictive interval, respectively. Red crosses were outliers. (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

towards MWCNTs, which can also be explained by the π-π EDA interactions. The electron-donating ability of amino group (–NH2) is
stronger than that of hydroxyl group (–OH), making the benzene rings
electron-rich and thus weakening the interaction with CNTs [49].
The number of hydrogen bond donors (#HD), related to the hydrogen bond donating ability of a molecule, is also included in QSAR
models for predicting the aﬃnity (log K) between MWCNTs and ACs.
However, the negative sign shows that ACs with more hydrogen bond
donors (e.g., catechol, hydroquinone and 4-hydroxyaniline) possess
lower aﬃnities toward MWCNTs. This suggests that H-bonding interaction with benzene rings or residual ketonic groups in MWCNTs is not
the primary interaction mechanism between ACs and MWCNTs [58].
One possible reason is that ACs with more hydrogen bond donors also
have more electron-donating substituted groups (e.g., –OH and –NH2);
they hinder the π-π EDA interaction with MWCNTs as π-electron-donors
[25,58]. Hence, π-π EDA bonds other than hydrogen bonds may play a
vital role in the interactions of the tested ACs with MWCNTs.

3.3. pp-LFERs for log K
In order to identify the speciﬁc interactions between ACs and
MWCNTs in the non-radical persulfate activation, pp-LFERs were established for the apparent equilibrium adsorption constants K. There is
a signiﬁcant correlation between log K and the Abraham descriptors
(Fig. 3a and Eq. (5)).

logK = −2.923E + 0.857S − 0.159A − 1.423B + 2.272V + 4.675

(5)

2
n = 22, R2 = 0.755, Radj
= 0.679, RMSE = 0.221, VIF < 6.4,
2
2
QLOO = 0.623, Rys = 0.25, AMB = 1.002.
The R2 value of pp-LFERs is slightly better than QSAR model. The
VIF values are less than 10, indicating no potential collinearities among
the descriptors included in the models. Further, all tested phenols and
anilines are lying within the applicability domain (Fig. S7b). Consequently, pp-LFER models can be used to predict K values reﬂected adsorption aﬃnities of phenolic and aniline compounds on MWCNTs.
The values of each term (represented by multiplication of the correlation coeﬃcient and the Abraham descriptor; i.e., eE, sS, aA, bB and

5
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Fig. 3. (a) Measured versus predicted log K for phenolic and aniline compounds based on pp-LFERs model. The dot and dash lines represented the 95% conﬁdence
interval and 95% predictive interval, respectively. (b) Box and whisker plots for the values of diﬀerent interaction terms in PP-LFERs model.

systematically analyze the substrate-dependent oxidation capacity of
ACs by MWCNTs/PDS, a correlation analysis between the log kr and
selected individual descriptors was performed ﬁrstly to access any
possible linear relationships. Several descriptors are found to be correlated well with log kr. The statistically signiﬁcant (p < 0.01) correlations are listed in Table S8, in which the substituent eﬀects (Hammett σ+ and σ−), the descriptors related to SET (such as EHOMO, IP, χ
and Eox), and hydrogen atom transfer (HAT) ability (BDE) are the
possible factors aﬀecting the reactivity of ACs in the MWCNTs/PDS
system (Fig. 4). Among the functionals used for calculation, the correlation of descriptors calculated by B3LYP is slightly better than M06-2X,
as was previously reported [34].
Hammett constants σ+ and σ− inversely correlate well with log kr,
indicating ACs with electron-donating substituents reacted faster with
PDS over MWCNTs (Fig. 4a, Eqs. (6) and (7)).

vV) for each compound are shown in Fig. 3b, which represents the total
contributions of these interaction terms to log K. The term vV has the
most positive contributions (ranging from 26% to 36%), determining
the dispersion interactions and the hydrophobic interactions that are
involved in the energy requirement for cavity formation. Similarly,
previous studies found that the aqueous adsorption energies of some
aliphatic and aromatic organic pollutants on carbon nanomaterials including CNTs were mainly determined by nonspeciﬁc and hydrophobic
interactions (vV) [26,59,60]. The term sS, describing the speciﬁc electrostatic interactions related to polarity and polarizability, contributes
positively (11–20% of the total interactions) to log K. This indicates
that these ACs have strong dipole-dipole and dipole-induced dipole
interactions with MWCNTs. The negative contribution of eE to the total
interaction is in the range of 37–47%. The term E is associated with
induction eﬀects (i.e., π and n-electron pair interactions), indicating the
π-electrons or n-electrons (electrons in the outermost orbital of an atom
that do not bond with other atoms) of ACs exist weaker interactions
with π electrons of MWCNTs than water molecules. Hydrogen bonding
interactions represented by hydrogen bond acidity (aA) and hydrogen
bond basicity (bB) have small contributions (6–17% of the total interactions, respectively) to the log K value. The less inﬂuential role of aA
and bB may be attributed to the competition of water against ACs for
interacting with MWCNTs [26,60]. Previous pp-LFERs studies conducted for activated carbon, SWCNTs and MWCNTs also reported statistically insigniﬁcant contribution of the A or B term to adsorption of
aromatic contaminants [26,60,61]. The same studies also found insigniﬁcant contributions from the S and E terms, which is diﬀerent from
our analysis. This may be attributed to the diﬀerence in the adsorbents
as well as the number and types of organic compounds tested. Note that
the nature of π-π interactions has been well established in the association between aromatic compounds and CNTs [25,49,56,58]. Although π-π interactions cannot be fully identiﬁed by pp-LFERs, they can
be included in the interactions described by the terms vV, sS and eE
[26,62]. Therefore, the aﬃnities of the tested ACs to the MWNCTs
depend much on their π-π interactions, consistent with that in QSARs
(Eq. (4)). Taken together, these QSAR and pp-LFERs models demonstrate that the π-π EDA interactions and hydrophobic interactions
prevail between phenols or anilines and MWCNTs.

logk r = −7.14(± 0.07) − 0.82( ± 0.13) × σ+ (n = 22, R2 = 0.677)

(6)

logk r = −6.95(± 0.07) − 0.73( ± 0.11) × σ − (n = 22, R2 = 0.682)

(7)

These results are in consistence with prior studies on oxidation of
phenols or anilines, which show σ− (manganese dioxide (MnO2) [34]
and 1O2 [63]) and σ+ (Ozone (O3) [21] and hexavalent ferrate (Fe(VI))
[21]) as independent variables. The sensitivity of log kr to the substituent eﬀect observed in this study is similar to a previous study
showing a slope ρ of −1.03 for the correlation [17], but smaller than
that reported for MnO2 or 1O2 oxidation processes [34,63].
In addition to Hammett constants, quantum chemical descriptors
also correlate well with log kr. The general trend illustrated that the
log kr decreases with IP and increases with EHOMO (Fig. 4b, Eqs. (8) and
(9)).

logk r = −1.51(± 0.81) − 0.95(± 0.14) × IP(B3LYP)(n = 22, R2 = 0.704)
(8)

logk r = −1.18( ± 0.81) + 0.97(± 0.13) × EHOMO (B3LYP)(n = 22,
R2 = 0.728)

(9)

The result suggests that the compound that has a stronger capability
to donate an electron (higher EHOMO or lower IP) has a higher reaction
rate. Another quantum chemical descriptor Egap has been found as the
predominant descriptor aﬀecting oxidation of emerging micropollutants by SO4%− in water [22]. Nevertheless, a weak correlation
(R2 = 0.253) was found between log kr and Egap(B3LYP). It indicates
that the reactions of MWCNTs/PDS with the ACs are more likely to
proceed through a non-radical pathway.

3.4. QSARs for log kr
The kinetic parameter kr is the catalytic reaction rate constant for
the adsorbed substrate compound, and correlates well with t1/2 derived
from the pseudo-ﬁrst-order kinetics (log kr vs log t1/2, R2 = 0.96). To
6
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Fig. 4. Correlations between log kr and (a) Hammett constants (σ+ and σ−); (b) EHOMO and IP; (c) χ and BDE for varied aromatic compounds. (d) Plots of the
measured and predicted log kr for phenolic and aniline compounds based on QSAR model.

Among the descriptors that correlated with log kr, the R2 for χ is the
highest (Fig. 4c, Eq. (10)). The electronegativity is deﬁned as
χ = (IP + EA)/2, which represents the tendency to attract electrons. In
the case of ACs oxidation by MWCNTs/PDS, the lower the χ value, the
higher the rate constants, similar to the ozone oxidative systems [64].
They are diﬀerent, however, from reported studies on oxidation with %
OH, which positively correlated to χ [65]. The discrepancy may be
attributed to the diﬀerence in the speciﬁc mechanisms involved. The %
OH being an electrophile tends to attack molecules with higher χ, while
PDS could serve as an electron acceptor to abstract electrons from ACs
with lower χ. As for phenolic compounds (n = 18), BDE (representing
the reaction enthalpy of hydrogen atom splitting-oﬀ from the O–H bond
of phenolic hydroxyl groups) shows highest correlation with log kr,
indicating that homolytic cleavage of the O–H bond is a crucial process
(Fig. 4c, Eq. (11)).

low correlation but high importance, all descriptors (n = 14) were
selected for developing QSARs for log kr using stepwise MLR (Eq. (12)
and Fig. 4d).

logk r
= −5.02(± 0.23) − 1.04(± 0.10) × Eox (B3LYP) − 0.005( ±0.001)
× α (B3LYP)
2

n = 22, R = 0.854
= 0.838, RMSE = 0.210, VIF < 1.1,
2
QLOO
= 0.801, R2ys = 0.09, AMB = 1.006.
2
value and narrow conﬁdence and prediction
The relatively high Radj
intervals with AMB = 1.006 indicates that Eq. (12) is mechanistically
interpretable and satisfactory for predicting the reactivity of unknown
chemicals by MWCNTs/PDS systems. The VIF value (< 10) indicates
that the descriptors are not strongly correlated with each other. As can
be seen from Fig. S7c, all data points fall into the applicability domain,
indicating the QSAR models are broadly applicable to phenolic and
aniline compounds. Although 4,4′-biphenol (h = 0.282) and bisphenol
A (h = 0.352) have relatively high leverages compared to other ACs
presumably due to their higher polarizability resulting from the two
aromatic rings, their h values still fall below h*. The one-electron oxidation potential (Eox) is the most inﬂuencing factor on log kr. The ACs
with higher Eox values are relatively diﬃcult to oxidize. For example, 4nitroaniline (Eox = 1.492 V) shows signiﬁcantly lower reaction rates
than 4-chloroaniline (Eox = 0.839 V). Eox represents the energy required for the half-reaction of one electron loss, revealing that one-

log k r = −4.47(± 0.33) − 0.73(± 0.09) × χ (B3LYP)(n = 22, R2 = 0.769)
(10)

log k r = 0.42(± 0.91) − 2.10(± 0.25) × BDE(B3LYP)(n = 18,

R2

(12)
2
Radj

= 0.813)
(11)

There is no surprise that the descriptors having good correlations
with log kr are signiﬁcantly cross-correlated, since divergent substituents of ACs would inevitably aﬀect electrostatic and quantum
chemical properties of molecules (Table S9). Therefore, these descriptors should be used individually. To avoid missing descriptors with
7
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carbocatalyst surface would hinder the oxidation of ACs, resulting in a
decline in the catalytic performance. For example, strong interactions
between phenolic intermediates with higher surface aﬃnity and the
carbocatalysts surface could cause the immanent deactivation of catalysts by competing with the substrate for active sites on the catalyst
surface [17,69]. In addition, the strong persulfate-catalyst interactions
favor formation of surface active complexes. The complexes can promote electron mediation from co-adsorbed organics to persulfates in a
non-radical pathway. More positive charges on the carbocatalyst surface induced by nitrogen doping could enhance the aﬃnity of negatively charged persulfate [14]. However, it has also been shown that
extensive carbon oxidation may result in an inactive state of cabocatalysts if no substrate acts as an electron donor [12,16].
The stronger dependency of the apparent reaction rate constant (kr)
on Eox (or χ, IP, and EHOMO) and α of phenols and anilines is in
agreement with the SET mechanism to form phenyl or aniline radical
cations. The phenolic or aniline compounds would also form phenoxyl
or aminophenyl radicals via SET accompanied by simultaneous proton
transfer. The primary radicals in various resonance forms serve as the
precursors for diverse secondary reactions. This is corroborated by
analyses of the reaction intermediates formed in the 4-chlorophenol
and 4-chloroaniline degradation systems, which were identiﬁed using
UPLC–MS. As shown in the chromatograms (Figs. S8 and S9), 4-chlorophenol can be transformed to chlorinated polymeric products (m/
z = 219/221 and 253/255) via C–O or C–C coupling of chlorophenol
radicals. Furthermore, 4-chloroaniline can generate several dimers and
trimers with the molecular ions of m/z = 218/219/221, 220/221/222,
251/253/255, 327/329/330/338, and 359/361/362/372 via C–C, C–N
or N–N coupling (Figs. S10 and S11). Their initial transformation
pathways are described in Fig. S12 and S13, and more details are
provided in Text S2.
Since the quantitative indicators for SET reactions (Eox, χ, IP, and
EHOMO) are general molecular descriptors of organic compounds, the
role of the SET mechanism can be extrapolated to include the oxidation
of aromatic contaminants besides phenolic and aniline compounds.
Moreover, Hammett correlations suggest the dependency of SET reactions on substituents. ACs with strong electron-donating functional
groups are more easily oxidized by MWNCTs/PDS than those with
electron-withdrawing groups, providing qualitative predictions for kr.

electron oxidation is the rate-limiting step in ACs oxidation, corroborating their oxidation in other non-radical systems (MnO2 [34], 1O2
[63], and peroxidases [66]). The slope (ρ = −2.11, Table S8) of
measured half-wave potential (E1/2) is also comparable with log krel of
phenols oxidized by MWCNTs/PDS (ρ = −2.89) reported previously
[17], conﬁrming that one-electron oxidation potentials of ACs determine reaction rates via the SET route. The second important descriptor is α, but only contributes 28.6% of the variance. The average
polarizability characterizes the induced dipole moment of a molecule to
the electric ﬁeld, which is related to chemical reactivity [67]. As the
polarizability of ACs increase, it was less likely to react in the
MWCNTs/PDS system.
3.5. Persulfate activation mechanisms
Results from kinetics analyses and implication of model descriptors
reveal essential information on the fundamental mechanisms for molecular interaction as well as simultaneous chemical reactions between
ACs and MWCNTs/PDS. The results of L-H kinetic model ﬁtting infer
that oxidative degradation of ACs by MWCNTs/PDS occurs through a
two-step, non-radical, catalytic mechanism: PDS and ACs adsorb on the
surface of CNTs; CNTs subsequently trigger electron transfer that leads
to ACs oxidation and PDS reduction. Speciﬁcally, an aromatic molecule
binds to the surface of CNTs via π-π interactions or hydrophobic interactions, while a PDS molecule adsorbs on CNTs with a stretched O–O
bond. Then, the adsorbed aromatic compound donates one electron
from its HOMO to an adsorbed PDS molecule via the sp2 hybridized
conductive carbon framework (Fig. 5), leading to the oxidation of the
phenol and reduction of the PDS. After the catalytic reaction is completed, the product desorbs from the surface of the CNTs to recover
active sites.
In this catalytic process, the reaction rate depends strongly on surface interactions. The diﬀerential aﬃnity (K) between ACs and CNTs
surface would result in diﬀerent adsorption abilities [15], which has
been shown for other carbonaceous activators such as nitrogen doped
rGO [68] and graphitic biochars [69] in persulfate activation. The
speciﬁc interactions between ACs and the surface of CNTs are well represented by the pp-LFERs model or descriptors EHOMO and #HD. Both
the large π-cloud of the benzene ring and the hydrophilic moieties of
the aromatic molecules enhance the adsorption and electron transfer of
ACs on MWCNTs surface, thus accelerating the catalytic reaction.
Consequently, processes that interfere with ACs interaction with the

Fig. 5. Proposed reaction mechanisms for PDS activation by MWCNTs.
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We demonstrated that the oxidation of ACs (18 phenols and 4 anilines) by MWCNTs/PDS followed a binary Langmuir-Hinshelwood kinetics. The kinetic parameters (K and kr) and a set of 14 molecular
descriptors or the 5 Abraham parameters were used to develop QSARs
and pp-LFERs to elucidate the selective interactions and oxidations of
MWCNTs/PDS-based treatment. The results show that the π-π interactions (mainly) and hydrophobic interactions (26–36%) govern the interactions between ACs and MWCNTs. The kr values are determined by
substituents (Hammett σ− and σ+) and the abilities related to single
electron transfer (Eox) of ACs. The models developed in this study reveal
the nature of the speciﬁc interactions between the catalyst and substrate or oxidant as well as the surface reaction mechanisms, ﬁlling a
critical knowledge gap in our understanding of non-radical mediated
advanced oxidation processes especially for persulfate activation.
Moreover, the models could be generalized to discern the interactions
between reacting species and carbocatalysts in persulfate activation for
predicting the substrate-dependent aﬃnity of contaminants with various structures. The present study advances understanding of how the
structures of low molecular weight aromatic compounds
(MW < 150 g/mol) aﬀect their reactivity in non-radical mediated
oxidation processes and enhances the rational selection of persulfatebased oxidative systems. Further eﬀorts could expand the applicability
domain to contain other categories of aromatic compounds.
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